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Abstract—Augmented Reality applications can serve as teach-
ing tools in different contexts of use. Augmented reality appli-
cation on mobile devices can help to provide tourist information
on cities or to give information on visits to museums. For
example, during visits to museums of natural history, applications
of augmented reality on mobile devices can be used by some
visitors to interact with the skeleton of a whale. However,
making rendering heavy models can be computationally infeasible
on devices with limited resources such as smart phones or
tablets. One solution to this problem is to use techniques to
Mobile Computation Offloading. This work proposes a mobile
computation offloading architecture for mobile augmented reality.
This solution would allow users to interact with a whale skeleton
through an augmented reality application on mobile devices.
Finally testing to assess the optimization of the resources of the
mobile device when performing heavy render tests were made.

Keywords—Mobile augmented reality, mobile devices, render,
mobile computation offloading.

I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) complements the real world
with computer-generated objects, its means AR is a window
to the virtual world. The term mobile augmented reality
(MAR) arises when integrating AR applications to mobile
devices [1][2][3][4]. Initially, AR systems were very expensive
and only used by small groups of researchers, such as the US
Air Force to improve the efficiency of the tasks performed in
flight simulation [5][6]. However, applications with AR have
had great technological development and are already within
reach of most people. This becomes more noticeable with the
popularization of smart mobile devices, such as smartphone
and tablets. The AR may serve as a teaching tool for different
applications, as they can allow user interaction with 3D models
or objects. Examples of these tools are medical applications
for virtual surgery, or tourism information applications, among
others.

The AR has been adopted in various fields and new forms
of interaction between people with virtual environments are
sought. The MAR is the result of the search for new forms of
interaction. Visiting museums, such as the natural history may
benefit from the use of mobile applications [7][8][9]. Where
the use of a mobile device can be used by some museum

visitors to interact with the skeleton of a whale and learn more
about how the skeletal system is made of this mammal.

Interact with the skeleton of a whale using AR on a mobile
device, it may be useful for visitors to natural history museums.
The MAR would allows the visualization of a cetacean. This
visualization can be the complete skeleton, region, or bone
by bone. So, MAR technology will be highly advantage
in this type of applications. Mobile devices such as smart
phones, tablets, and digital cameras, among others, have had a
major technological advances and they are a standard tool of
communication for its portability. However, they are devices
with limited resources. For this reason, the task of rendering
within a mobile device may be impractical when the number
of tiles to model graph is very large.

Rendering task inside a mobile device causes a high battery
consumption, because the render takes a long time processing
and also use the frame buffer actively. Some studies suggest
that it is one of the main causes of battery consumption in
smartphone [10]. Mobile Computation Offloading (MCO) it
is technique to reduce the energy and time consumption for
task in the mobile devices. The task of rendering within the
mobile device depends on the complexity of the 3D object
to be modeled (skeletal system of the whale or whale), this
complexity is measured by the number of tiles that has the
3D object. In the image 1 we can see the 3D model of the
whale. Image A shows the 3D object and the image B shows
the wireframe or tiles of 3D model cetacean.

Fig. 1: 3D mesh model of the whale

The interactive visualization of the whale makes the MAR
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application is computationally complex. Also, the application
must be efficient, in the sense that it must provide results in
very short time for the user to maintain interaction with the
application. The whale has about 172 to 176 bones [11] [12].
The amount of tiles for models of bones varies between 38
and 701440 tiles. This amount of tiles for the entire skeleton
model generates several problems on the mobile device: power
consumption, response times not suitable for an interactive
system, and using a lot of memory.

This work proposes a mobile computation offloading archi-
tecture for mobile augmented reality. Also, we perform tests
to find out where it is appropriate to local or remote rendering.
These tests are: energy, time and memory by applying tech-
niques MCO seeks to have an optimized use of resources of
the mobile device to the tasks of the MAR application. This
solution would allow users to interact with a whale skeleton
through an augmented reality application on mobile devices.
Also, this solution considers the time constraints required in
HCI for proper interaction between the system and the user.

The paper is organized as follows. First, a brief discussion
of related work of MCO applied to MAR applications is pre-
sented. Next, the system analysis is presented. Subsequently,
the proposed architecture and its justification is shown. Later,
we present a section of testing and result and finally the
conclusions are presented.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many mobile applications that use AR, such as
“Augmented Reality”, “Wikitud”, “Human Pacman”, among
many others [13]. There are also MAR applications for muse-
ums, such as reported in [14][15][16][17]. In addition, various
virtual reality applications have been developed for virtual
tours in museums.

Some studies, such as [18][19][20], point to the need for
MAR applications must adapt to the constraints of mobile
platforms on which to run. This concept is not new, since
previous work treated this adaptation as plasticity and is
widely used in the context of development of type Rich-Client
Applications [21].

The MCO is emerging as an alternative to optimize the
use of limited resources of mobile devices. Some studies
mentioned that it is important to study how to optimize the
performance of mobile devices that are diverse in energy char-
acterizing and modeling workloads to solve the weaknesses of
MCO such as computational capacity, performance and energy
consumption[10][22][23]. However the tests are performed for
social networks, signal processing, games that require artificial
intelligence module as chess or bingo, and has hardly been
used for rendering.

Other studies mention that problems like energy consump-
tion resulting from the use of graphics on the mobile device can
be solved using techniques Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC),
positive results in these tests are presented [24]. However
quality connection Internet [25] is required, namely that it is
stable, continuous, and good bandwidth and other features.

Make a combination of AR and render with MCO has
several advantages as the optimization of workloads for mobile

Fig. 2: Interaction system

devices, and therefore, the appropriate use of device resources.
For this reason, it should be an analysis of the requirements and
resources they consume more battery as a mobile device [26],
the requirements that a user waiting for an RA application
workloads of application RA, the bandwidth required between
the mobile device and a server to render the MCO, and the
dimensions of time will render the server to perform the task.

III. SYSTEM ANALISYS

On the mobile device is going to implement an AR system
based on markers, as shown in Figure 2. The use of markers
is widely used in mobile devices for applications with AR
technique. For this system the use of the marker will allow
mobile camera calculate the distance and send a reference to
the server.

To be able to optimize the resources of the mobile device
such as memory and processing power will be applied MCO
techniques, to determine whether the rendering of the 3D
object to be performed locally, ie; within the mobile device,
as shown in Figure 3, or remotely (outside the mobile de-
vice). The condition to be considered may depend on the
management of resources on the mobile device, amount of
computation, memory, bandwidth or time when the battery
runs out. MCO techniques are to be employed in order to
improve performance of the mobile device. Some conditions
are:

Fig. 3: System without MCO

1) Compute the point of the camera: The camera of the
mobile device help you to calculate the benchmark
image. Considering three coordinates X,Y and Z in
order to display the image in the mobile device.

2) Render: With the data obtained from the reference
point is to run the rendering process to generate an
image. If the image to be displayed contains few
tiles rendering to be performed locally, ie within the
mobile device, otherwise MCO applied.

3) Display the image on the mobile device: 3D object
can be displayed on the mobile device.
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The number of tiles that has the model is critical to whether
to apply the techniques of offloading. For this case we can
apply criteria of time, power consumption or memory usage.

In the case of time and energy consumption, the program
can be divided in two parts. Part inherently running on the
mobile device (as it is the GUI). And the other part that may be
offloading. For the case where the processing time is important,
offloading is applied when the following inequality is true:

tm > tT + ts.

Where tm is the time it takes to run in the region that can be
potentially for Offloading on the mobile device, tT is assigned
to the transmission time of the data required for the calculation
is run out of the mobile device, and ts is the runtime the
offloading of the server. That is, when the execution time is
higher in the mobile device run time out of the device.

Usually, energy consumption is related to the execution
time. The energy consumed by a process es the execution
time multiplied by the power of the hardware components
used to perform their computations. Thus, if the energy is the
criterion for offloading, then the MCO applies if the following
inequality holds:

tmPm > tTPc + tsPi.

Where Pm is the power of the mobile processor. The values
Pi and Pc are the power required to send and receive data
between the mobile device and server across the network. Pc

is the power required by the wireless and Pi is the power that
use the network interface to wait response from server. Thus,
offloading can prolong the lifetime of battery consumption
migrating computational heavy tasks to servers.

Where the criterion for memory usage is important, it is
necessary to consider the processes running on mobile devices
may have restrictions in their address space. For example,
the processes running on Dalvick in Android, can use up to
54MB [27]. In addition, many mobile devices are restricted
from RAM and not use virtual memory techniques.

The strategy of MCO that we use must be calculated
experimentally. This is because the task of rendering is likely to
halt, and there is no direct relationship between task execution
times and energy consumption multithreading [28]. It totally
depends on the hardware architecture of multicore processors.
The complexity of this decision increases when considering
the use of graphics acceleration units such as GPUs. For our
case study, the complexity depends on calculating the image
and this can be translated as the computational complexity.

The user may make use of your mobile device, whether
smartphone or tablet to display the 3D object of the whale
(blue whale) mainly bone and skin. It is proposed that the 3D
model of the whale is in the server. This will allow much of
the render process is within the server if the render process
is very heavy, this decision will save the energy consumption
of the mobile device. Then will have a client-server operation,
where the client is the mobile device, as shown in Figure 4.

1) Compute the point of the camera: The camera of the
mobile device help you to calculate the benchmark
and it will send to the server. The computer that was
used to send the point of the camera requires three

Fig. 4: System with MCO

coordinates X,Y and Z, we know that if these points
are floating guy is talking about 12 bytes sent for
him.

2) Send point the camera to the server: He sent will be
made by WIFI connection type. The WIFI connec-
tion must have the following characteristics: at least
802.11a technology with a transmission speed of 54
Mbps and frequency band of 5 GHz .. However, this
type of communication is not symmetric. That is, is
not the same information as rising slope information.

3) Render: With the data obtained from the reference
point of the chamber (12 bytes) is to run the rendering
process to generate an image, which will be converted
to PNG and then be sent to the mobile device.

4) Convert to PNG: The resulting image will be con-
verted to PNG format so that the load is low and the
obtained image data will not be lost at the time of
conversion, the size of the image in PNG format it
will be up to 3 megabytes.

5) He sent from server to mobile device: Once converted
PNG image will be sent to the mobile device for
display and interaction within the mobile device.

6) Mobile Device: Depending on what type of display
you have the mobile device will allow determine
which resolution you want the image to be received in
this case is to consider the size of full definition that
is 1080× 1920 as main parameter. Table I shows the
different types of display resolutions for tablets [29].

To describe of the sequence analysis (time constraints and
data size to be transmitted. The user will send an action or
event to a server using a mobile device, this action will be
to send a reference point with a weight of 12 bytes. The
file transmission will last approximately 0.0001 sec. Then the
rendering process, which is performed; bytes are sent to an
application that is within the server. The application makes
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Tablet Resolution Size PPI
Google Nexus 10 by Samsung 2560x1600 10.1in 300
iPad Air 2048x1536 9.7in 264
Asus Transformer 1200x1920 10.1in 224
Microsoft Surface Pro 1080x1920 10.1in 208
Samsung Galaxy Tab2 10.1 800x1280 10.1in 149
Google Nexus 7 by Asus 600x1400 7.0in 216
Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 600x1400 7.7in 170
BlackBerry PlayBack 600x1400 7.0in 169
Nook Tablet 600x800 7.0in 167

TABLE I: Tablet displays comparison

the rendering process where an image can be tif, bitmap or
any other format is generated, subsequently calculated once
obtained where the format is converted to PNG format. The
PNG format is used because it is a lightweight format. It is
noteworthy that the range obtained for the tempo of response
should not exceed 0.2 seconds [30]. This time limit will be
considered taking into account response time according to
human perception, see Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Sequence diagram MCO

The problem to determine what kind of architecture for
interaction is to be used is the level of detail that has the
3D object that can be rendered within or outside the mobile
device, because the more higher the level of detail heavier the
3D object is made.

IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Once that is done the analysis of system requirements is
proposed that the type of connection for communication a
WIFI connection with 802.11a, a transmission rate of 54 Mbps
and frequency band of 5 GHz, in order to meet the benchmark
3mb camera. With this kind of connection can be up to 15
connected users, it is noteworthy that the connection speed
will depend largely on the process of loading images.

It is proposed to use as Unity 3D rendering engine, this
render engine is used primarily for video games. However,
Unity 3D has the following characteristics: cross-platform
software, creating interactive 2D and 3D content, collaborative
software, among others. As the above characteristics will be
of great help to the rendering process.

The minimum characteristics of the mobile device are: 7”
display, dual-core processor at 1GHz, android OS, resolution
of 600× 1024, 1G RAM and 3 megapixel camera.

A performance level for the display process of a whale
(whale blue) may be performed as follows: When the user uses
the camera of the mobile device is calculating the benchmark
that will be sent to the server. This point is denoted by X,Y
and Z. When the coordinate arrive at the server process may
generate more two processes, which are also known as threads,
the first thread stored in cache memory if the output images
of the coordinate point and once was calculated, in order to
be reused subsequently said images. However save images in
cache may not be possible. The other thread is going to take
to make the render and convert images to PNG. The thread
that finishes first performing the process will be to send, see
figure 6.

Fig. 6: Process Performance Level

The server has to be in a Red Hat Linux type either Fedora
or CentOS, Filesystem minimum has to be a journalist type 3
Extension by the speed of access to the hard disk. The access
must be direct route and there will be BD. Omission of a
database is because it is very time consuming and would have
to make a centered scheme documents for quick access, the
same name of the database and distributing the directories.
In one type 1.3 dual core arm cortex processor would take
about 3.3 seconds while a k-5000 Nvidia 0.33 sec. A picture of
59104 tiles on a processor of these features can be 3 seconds.
However if you switch to a server would be reduced to 0.33
seconds.

V. TESTS AND RESULTS

Various 3D objects are tested and compared. Every 3D
object has different features among which the number of tiles
and if the 3D object has with / without texture. The tests were
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Name Total 3D
models

Number
of tiles

Object weight Weight assem-
bly

Cervical 8 198 150 KB 1250 KB
Thoracic 15 230 170 KB 3010 KB
Lumbar 11 205 160 KB 1800 KB
Tail vertebrae 23 48 70 KB 2760 KB
Ribs 30 59104 160 KB 11327 KB
Escapula 2 38 739 KB 28915 KB
Humerus 2 97 210 KB 2756 KB
Radio 4 75 168 KB 1807 KB
Ulna 40 56 77 KB 3900 KB
Head 1 701440 28254 KB 28254 KB
Total 136 - - -
Skin 1 14960 983 KB 983 KB

TABLE II: Table of characteristics of 3D models - Blue whale.

carried out in two ways, the first is to make render within the
mobile device and the second is the implementation of MCO in
order to assess memory consumption, render time and energy
consumption.

A. Features 3D model

3D models of the whale are developed using CAD tools and
techniques of 3D modeling apply by mesh and 3D modeling
by Solid. Once you have 3D models and objects are classified
into two groups, the first consisting of 3D models with texture
and the second non-textured 3D models.

Texture plays an important role. It is applied on the
surface or 3D object model that is responsible for giving a
better appearance and realism by allowing 3D models take
the appearance of something real image. However, applying
texture 3D models increases the complexity of the task of
rendering.

As mentioned before, the skeletal system of the whale has
172 bones. However, the 3D model of the whale that was
developed has 136 3D objects as some bones were simplified
within the 3D object named “Skull”. We can see from the table
II characteristics of the models and 3D objects of cetacean
“Blue whale”. Render tests will be carried out taking into
account the umber of tiles shown in the table.

B. Render tests

For testing render 3D models are to take into account the
bones are mentioned below: Fin, skull, ribs and skin. Figure
7 present the 3D model of the skeleton of the whale. The part
A is the 3D model of the skull which is considered to work as
a heavy 3D object, B corresponds to the assembly of the 3D
model of the fin which will be considered a small ensemble.
And C is the 3D model of the rib which will be a lightweight
3D object.

C. Results

We are interested in analyzing the behavior of memory,
performance and energy consumptions when the render is
done. Figure 8 shows memory usage for cases that we selected
in this test. Figure 9 shows the energy consumption involved in
rendering. And finally, Figure 10 shows the runtime to perform
the render.

Figure 8 present the behavior of memory usage when the
render is local and remote. In this case the memory usage

Fig. 7: 3D model of the skeletal system of the cetacean

is largest than local because the PNG image size is bigger
than the model 3D stored in the device. This behavior is very
noticeable in the case of whale skin with and without texture.
However, the PNG image size produce by the remote render
does not exceed the memory available in the mobile device.

Fig. 8: Results of energy, time and memory without texture
3D models - Test your mobile device.

The energy consumption behavior is showns in Figure 9.
We can notice that in all cases, remote render saving energy
between 30 and 60 percent than local render.

The render time is shown in Figure 10. For this case, we are
interested in the response time does not exceed 0.2 seconds,
because is the HCI upper limit to respond to the user for a
good experience. We can notice that local render have 6 tests
that exceed this limit. For the remote render, only two cases
exceed this limit. This cases are the skull with and without
texture because this model is heavy to render.

In this work the case of the entire skeleton is not presented,
because it takes too long to render local and presents problems
of memory usage.

VI. CONCLUSION

MAR is an area that is being worked widely and consumes
many computational resources. Most works that combine MCO
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Fig. 9: Results of energy, time and memory without texture
3D models - Testing remote server.

Fig. 10: Results of energy, time and memory textured 3D
models - Tests on the mobile device.

and MAR have an approach to MCC. This approach generates
a lack of control over resources as having: bandwidth, response
times or server dependence, so if MCC is misconfigured there
is no control of the internal parts of the server and you can
get more expensive data transmission, in tasks where response
time is critical. For our case study, it is more feasible to have
the server in the museum and provide appropriate communica-
tion infrastructure. Mobile devices like tablets and phones have
limited so heavy would render very time resources, battery
and memory if done on the mobile device, so you should use
MCO techniques. Developers have to consider mobile device
restrictions such as cpu, battery and memory. Also, have to
consider the constraints of HCI for interactive applications to
be successful where the main constraint is time. A hardware
level can consider using graphics accelerators on mobile de-
vices. Using graphics accelerators low complexity of the task
but does not know the rate of power consumption compared
to a sequential program. Due to the scarcity of mathematical
models to relate the behavior of time, energy, memory and
updates that are in the hardware of mobile devices, the MCO
decision factors would have to be done experimentally or

perform correlation models. It can be considered to generate
image retrieval techniques previously processed through short-
cuts to the file system on the server. Another consideration is
the use of streaming technology in skeletal sent, for viewing on
the MAR application as streaming to employ more bandwidth
is required to optimize unloading. So the model depends more
bandwidth than the service capabilities to perform the render
task. Communication is the main limitation to the number
of users since the server can support at least 16 concurrent
users if render is done in parallel but if sent concurrently is
able to have up to 64 demands render. When working with
mobile devices have to be connected antenna, it is essential
to know what the right size of tiles to be considered under
the proposed architecture, we mention that the complexity of
the 3D model can increase if we add texture. MCO techniques
can save energy and improve performance on mobile systems,
this technique provides a solution to the demand for limited
resources, ask users when interacting with games, videos or
graphics. Which has been calculated to be part the infrastruc-
ture for communications based on the number of tiles and the
resulting size in megabytes of the image, has been considered
a standard format Full-HD yields on average 3 megabytes.
We also study the different types of algorithms for partition
and download information to improve performance or energy
savings. MCO is a solution to increase the limited resources
of mobile devices for a single user using immediate migration
of information servers. Apart from the results obtained can be
performed much future work as an important part observed in
the test part is that the results render the 3D model change
when it is zoomed in or out. Another factor that influences the
quality of the .PNG image as the image is to be rendered.

From the test of local and remote render, we can observe
that the implementation of MCO could be applied using the
next algorithm:

Render(Model3D aModel, 3DPoint cameraPoint)
BEGIN
IF (memorySize(aModel) < LIM_APP_MEMORY AND
responseTimeOfLocalRender < HCI_ThresholdTime AND
energyForLocalRender < energyForMCORender)
THEN
localRender (Model3D aModel, 3DPoint cameraPoint)

ELSE
mcoRender(Model3D aModel, 3DPoint cameraPoint)

ENDIF
END

Where aModel is a 3d model object, cameraPoint is
the camera point for render, LIM_APP_MEMORY is the upper
limit of memory for a application in the mobile device. If the
memory size of the model is less than the limit of the memory
of the application and the response time of the local render is
less than the expected response time of HCI which is 0.2 s and
the energy from the local render is less than the power remote
render then it will make the 3D model rendering locally. In
other case we chose the remote render.

Clearly, it is not difficult to apply the MC0 because the
indicators used in this work vary depending on the device.
However, it gives an idea of what could be the general behavior
of these applications. Contrary to what you may think, we
note that there is no direct provides between time and energy
consumption, as shown in the case of skin render whale with
and without texture. Perhaps this change in behavior is that the
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image of beauty skin framebuffer can use more than the other
models. However, we note that in most cases, it’s applying the
MCO to do local rendering.
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